
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Chapter : 7

7.1-2. Ratna (Description of Gem Stones)

The following nine ratnas are described in this text:

1. Ma–n. ikya (Ruby)
2. Mauktika (Pearl)
3. Vidruma (Coral )
4. Ta–rks. ya (Emerald)
5. Pus. paka (Topaz)
6. Vajra (Diamond)
7. Ni–la (Sapphire)
8. Gomeda (Hessonite)
9. Vaidu–rya (Cat’s eye) (1)

The ratnas of superior quality and possessing better physical characteristics
may only prove to give all types of siddhis (success). And only such ratnas (gem
stones) should be used for da–na (offering purpose), rasa–yana (therapeutic
purpose), dha–ran. a bearing purpose and devata–rcana (worship of Gods) (2).

7.3-7. Ma–n. ikya (Description of Ruby)

Varieties

Two varieties of ma–n. ikya are described, Padmara–ga ma–n. ikya –
considered best or superior and Ni–lagandhi ma–n. ikya considered dense/deep
red & beautiful (3).

Characteristics of best Ma–n. ikya

The ma–n. ikya which is mahat (big in size), kamalaccha–ya (looking like
lotus in colour and shade), snigdha (greasy), svaccha (clean), guru (heavy)
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sphut.a (clear) same (uneven) and vr. tta–yata (oval shaped) in form is considered
best (4).

Ni–lagandhi Ma–n. ikya

The ma–n. ikya obtained from the river Gan.ga water or from its banks,
having blue or redish tinge inside and looking like padma-ra–ga in appearance and
shade is known as ni–lagandhi (5).

Inferior Ma–n. ikya

Ma–n. ikya having following eight characteristics is not considered good or
inferior, viz-having fissures, dull shade, light weight, rough surface, flat apperance,
tilled or un-straight, small in size and unclear (6).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties

Ma–n. ikya is ru–ks.a in property, sandi–pana (good stimulant to digestive
fire), vr. s. yatama having a high vr. s. ya (aphrodisiac property) in karma, destroys
va–tados.a, karmaja vya–dhies, bhuta–badha and the prakopa of all the three
dos.as. It is found highly suitable for kings and high cadrepersons (7).

7.8-10. Mauktika (Description of Pearls)

Characteristics

Superior Mukta–

That which gives pleasure and which is white and clear like rays, round
in shape, looking clear like water, greasy, heavy in weight and big in size is
considered best and pure (8).

Inferior Mukta–

That which is rough on surface, less shining, blackish or reddish in colour,
half white, having knots (nodules), appearing like a ks.a–ra, unstraight, available in
pairs, and associated with dos.as mentioned above should totally be discarded
(9).
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Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties
It pacifys pittados.a, acts as br. im. han. a (strengthening) and vr. s. ya

(aphrodisiac), destroys ka–sa, sƒva–sa, agnima–ndya, ks.aya, da–ha, unma–da or
kaphaja unma–da and the diseases caused by va–tados.a. It may be used in all
times (seasons) (10).

7.11-13. Vidru–ma/Prava–la (Description of Coral)

Characteristics

Best Prava–la
The prava–la which is snigdha (greasy), sthu–la (thick),

pakvabim. bi–phala–bha (red like ripe bim. bi–phalas), vr. tta (round), di–rgha (long),
nirbran.a (without fissures), na–ti-di–rgha (not very long), and which possess all
the seven above mentioned characteristics is considered best and that which is
free from the dos.as (bad qualities) is recommended for use in all purpose(11).

Inferior Prava–la
That which is ru–ks.a (rough on surface), sveta (white in colour) savran.a

(associated with fissures), dhu–sara (brownish), nirbha–ra (having less weight),
associated with dos.as (bad characteristics) and kot.arai-ra–vr. ta (full of holes/
fissure) is not considered good or not recommended for bhaks.an.a (internal use)
and dha–ran.a (bearing purpose) (12).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties

It pacifys pitta and rakta dos.a, destroys sva–sa, ka–sa etc. diseases and
durniva–ra vis.a (severe poison), bhu–tonma–da (eye diseases). It is also claimed
as di–pana (digestive stimulent) and pacana (digestive/appatizer) (13).

7.14-16. Ta–rks.ya (Panna–) (Description of Emerald)

Characteristics

Best Ta–rks.ya
The ta–rks.ya (emerald) which is snigdha (greasy) bha–sura (brightly shining)

sasyavarn. a (green like grass), suddha ga–tra (clean body and surface),
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bha–ravat (heavy in wt.), rasƒmiyukta (possessing shining rays), there are seven
characteristics of best variety of emerald and only such emerald is considered best
or recommended for da–n.a (offerings), bhaks.an.a (internal use) and dha–ran.a
(wearing purpose) (14).

Inferior Ta–rks.ya
The ta–rks. ya which is blue or white in colour, rough on surface (touch),

possessing blackish and dry surface, tilted or unstraight, black, flat and light in wt.
is considered inferior and should not be used in medicines (15).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties
It may be used to destroys sƒva–sa, ka–sa, sannipa–ta, agnima–ndya, sƒopha,

sƒu–la, jvara, vis.a, arsƒa and pa–n.d.u rogas (16).

7.17-19. Pus.para–ga (Description of Topaz)

Characteristics

Superior Pus.para–ga
The pus. paraga which is clear, big (thick) and heavy in wt., having greasy

surface, yellow in colour (like the flowers of karn. ika–ra), not titled or unstraight,
smooth and soft is considered best and recommended for use (17).

Inferior Pus. para–ga
The pus. para–ga which is dry and rough on surface, yellow, blackish,

whitish, or orange coloured, dull in appearance, associated with dos.a (defects/
bad characteristics) and without shining is not considered good for internal use
and should not be given to bra–hman. as also for da–n.a purpose (18).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties
It possesses di–pana and pa–cana effects, destroys kapha and va–ta-

dos.a, kus. t.ha and chardi (vamana) rogas. It is highly recommended for the
persons suffering from manda–gni, da–ha (buring sansation), mu–trakr. cchra
(difficulty in mituration). And it may be used by the persons in all times (seasons)
(19).
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7.20-39. Vajra/Hi–raka (Description of Diamond)
Vajra is best of all ratnas and in cost also it is very costlier.

Varieties

It has many varieties viz:- nara vajra, na–ri– vajra and napum. saka
vajra. Here the properties and characteristics of all the three varieties are being
mentioned (20).

Their betterness is in preceeding order from the point of view of dravya
(drug), vi–rya (potency), pa–ka (vipa–ka) and prabha–va (specific action). Further
their varn.a (colour), ja–ti (caste/nature) and prabhedas (sub-varieties) are being
said here as per the texts and the tradition (21).

By the experts in gemology it is said that all the ratnas have the four-
sƒveta–di (white etc.) colours (varn.as) and according to these varnas four casts
(such as brah.man. a, ks.atri–ya, vais. ya and su–dra) or varn.as have been described
in serial order (22).

Characteristics

Pum. vajra

Pum. vajra is that which has eight edges, six angles, eight surfaces and
bright shining. It may destroy all the dos. as and is best in all varieties (23).

Stri– Vajra

It is also similar to above but it is round, slightly flat, rough in appearance
and the tip of its angle is blunt (24).

Napum. saka Vajra

Its tip of the angle is blunt and round, it is slightly inferior than the above.

The diamonds of the same gender may be used the same gender person.
If used otherwise means in different genders it may not give desired results except
male diamonds. In the same way the diamonds of the same caste may be used
in the same caste persons. This ruling is given by the lord ‘Bhairava’ and is
applicable in the case of ratna group of drugs (25-26).
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Sƒƒƒƒƒodhana Method

For sƒodhana (purification) vajra should be subjected to svedana (boiling)
in kulattha kva–tha for one ya–ma and in the same way it should also be subjected
to svedana in kodrava kvatha for one ya–ma for ascertaining its purfication (27).

Ma–ran. a Method

First Method

Vajra should be subjected to bha–vana– with ma–tkun.a son. ita (bed bug’s
blood) four times and dried. Now put vajra inside the body of chachundari– (an
animal) and heat it in vara–haput.a. Repeat the process for thirty times. Then again
heat vajra pieces to red hot and quench these in kulattha kvatha. Repeat the
heating and quenching for hundred times (28-29½).

Now so treated diamonds should be mixed with equal part of manah. sƒila
and ground well on stone plate and prepare its pilletes, close these in mu–s.a– and
apply eight put.as (laghu) using vanyopalas (forest dung cakes) as fuel. Then it
should be ground well mixed with purfied mercury and heat it strongly for hundred
times. With this method all types of diamonds become incinerated and the bhasma
becomes va–ritara. This method of vajra ma–ran.a has been told by ‘Sri Somadevo’
who always speaks truth only (29½-31).

Second Method

According to other scholars diamonds should be anointed with matkun.a
(bed bug’s ) blood and applied svedana (heating) with ka–samarda rasa filled in
an iron pot for continuously seven days. Then heat the diamonds strongly in strong
heat, quench in cow’s urine for number of times or till these convert into bhasma
from (32).

Third Method

In this method diamonds should be pasted with the kand (ryzoms) of
ni–lajva–la–mukhi– and dry these in sunrays and subject these to heating as required
or diamonds should be pasted with the paste prepared by grinding bhu–na–gas
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(earth worms) and close these in a sam. puta and apply strong heating for thirty
times using forest dung cakes as fuel. By this method also vajra converts into
bhasma like form and remains associated with its vi–rya (potency). This bhasma
becomes suitable for using in rasa–di yogas (33-34).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties

The vajra bhasma is capable of destroying the prakopa of all the three
dos.as, it is considered to give the a–yu (longevity) and also considered as
vr. s. yatama (best aphrodisiac). It always proves bandhakara (solidyfire) of
rasendra (mercury) and may prevent the untimely death like that of sƒudha– (amr. ta/
nectar) (35).

Vajra Rasa–yana

Vajra bhasma should be ground well with equal part of bhu–na–ga satva
and equal part of svarn.a bhasma and applied strong heating. This may be used
to prepare rasa–di yogas and it becomes like that of rasa–yana of high quality
(36).

Vajra Pot. t.ali–

Take one part of vajra bhasma and three parts of suddha– Su–ta (mercury)
and grind these well, prepare their pot. t.ali by pot. t.ali pa–ka method. And also this
vajrapot. t.ali– if kept in the mouth make the teeth stronger (37).

Sƒƒƒƒƒa–d.gun. ya Siddhiprada Vajra Rasa–yana

Take varja bhasma 30 parts, svarn.a bhasma 16 parts, rajata bhasma
8 parts, pa–rada (purified) 8 parts, abhra satva bhasma 8 parts, ta–pya bhasma
4 parts, vaikra–nta bhasma 8 parts and suddha– gandhaka 6 parts. First prepare
a kajjali– of rasa and gandhaka then mix all other bhasmas with it and mix them
properly by grinding. This preparation of vajra rasa–yana always gives
s.a–dgun.ya sam. siddhi (success in achieving all the s.a–dgun.as). And on internal
use it gives success in achieving all the siddhis (success in fulfilling all the desires)
(38-39).
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7.40-44. Ni–laman. i (Description of Sapphire)

Varieties of Ni–laman. i
These are three, viz:

1. Indrani–la 2. Jala (Va–ri) ni–la 3. Sƒvaityagarbhit ni–la. Of these
va–rini–la is claimed to be laghu (light) in wt. and considered inferior by the
physicians (40).

The ni–laman. i which looks beautiful and black from inside and blue on
outer side is known as sƒakra (indra) ni–la (41½).

Physical Characteristics

Superior Ni–laman. i
That which possess only one shade and which is glazy in appearance,

heavy in wt., clear in looks, shining brightly in its middle, blue in colour and
pin.dita (circular or oval) in shape is considered superior. These are the seven
characteristics of the superior ni–laman. i (41½-42).

Inferior Ni–laman. i
That which is light in wt., soft, containing raktagandha (blood like smell),

having dry surface, small size, flat appearance is called va–rini–la by the physicians.
These are the seven characteristics of inferior ni–laman. i (43).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties
Ni–laman. i is considered to possess sandipana gun.a (good digestive

stimulant), sƒvasahara (anti-asthmatic), vr.s. ya (aphrodisiac), dos.atrayonmu–laka
(destroyer of all the three dos.as), visƒaghna (anti-poisonous), cures arsƒa and
pa–n.d.u roga, ati–va balya (highly strengthening ) and conquers jvara (controls
fevers). The ni–laman. i possessing the above pharmaco-therapeutic properties is
considered best (44).

7.45-48. Gomeda (Description of Hessonite)
‘Gomeda’ is included in superior precious stones. Its colour is similar to

gomedas (cow’s fat) or similar to very  clear cow’s urine. Such gomeda is
considered as sƒuddha or of superior quality (45).
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Physical characteristics

Best Gomeda

It should have bright shining, greasy appearance, free from dalas (layers/
scales), smooth on touch, having the shade similar to clear cow’s urine, clear in
look, sama (uneven) on surface, the gomeda stone containing these characteristics
is considered gari–ya (of best quality) and such gomeda may be used for all
purposes (46).

Inferior Gomeda

The gomeda which does not contain proper shade, flat, without shining,
having dry surface, small in size, containing scales/layers, light in wt. and similar
to pi–ta-ka–ca (yellow glass) is considered to be of inferior quality (47).

Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties

It pacifys pitta dos.a, destroys kaphados.a, pa–n.d.uroga and ks.aya-roga,
stimulates digestive fire, acts as a good digestive (appatizer), produces relishness
(ru–ci) and promotes intelligence to great extent (48).

7.49-51. Vaidu–rya (Description of cat’s eyes)

Physical characteristics

Superior Vaidu–rya

That which is clear, sama (uneven), blackish white, heavy, bright, and
containing three white lines in its middle portion just like yajnopavi–ta, such
vaidu–rya is considered superior (49).

Inferior Vaidu–rya

That which is rough, light in wt., flat, always looking like sƒya–matoya
(blackish water), containing red uttari–ya like structure in its middle, such stone
(vaidu–rya) is not considered good or of inferior quality (50).
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Pharmaco-therapeutic Properties

Vaidu–rya pacifies rakta and pitta dos. as or raktapitta disease, promotes
intelligence, stimulates disgestive fire, always destroys pittarogas and mala
baddhata– and on bearing it gives sukha (pleasure or happiness) to its user (51).

7.52-53. Dos.as (Bad qualities/Defects) of Precious Stones

Ancient sages heave mentioned following five main dos.as (defects) of
precious stones,

(i) Ghars.a (ii) Bindu (iii) Resa– (kha–)  (iv) Tra–sa (v) Pa–ni–ya garbhata–

(as per Rasapraka–sƒa Sudha–kara)

(i) Gras.a (ii) Tra–sa (iii) Rekha– (iv) Bindu (v) Jalagarbhata (as per other
texts)

These are five sa–dha–ran.a dos. as (ordinary defects) of the ratnas (precious
stones) and are produced from ks.etra (place) and toya (water) and should be
removed from all the precious stones (52-53).

7.54-56. Sƒƒƒƒƒodhana Method

Now the ratna sƒuddhi methods mentioned by lord Bhairava which remove
the dos.as of ratnas are being said as follows:-

Following ratnas are subjected to svedana process (heating through
boiling liquids) with respective liquids for at least one ya–ma (3 hours).

1. Ma–n. ikya- with amla drava.
2. Mauktika- with jayanti– rasa.
3. Vidruma (Prava–la)- with any ks. a–ra drava.
4. Ta–rks.ya (Pa–nna–)- with godugdha.
5. Pus.para–ga- with dha–nya–mla.
6. Vajra (Hi–raka)- with kulattha kva–tha.
7. Ni–laman. i- with ni–li–patra kva–tha.
8. Gomeda- with gorecana– jala.
9. Vaidu–rya- with uttama– kva–tha.
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7.57. Ma–ran.a Method

Ta–lgandhaka is to be mixed with sƒila and churned and crushed into small
dust. It is put under as. t.aput.a heat which gives ratna bhasma surely (57).

7.58-65. Druti Method of Ratnas

For preparing ratna druti take hin.gu, five lavan.as, two ks.a–ras, culhika–

lavan.a (narasa–ra), amlavetasa, ripe kum. bhi– phala (jaipha–la bi–ja), citraka
mu–la, rudantika–, jambuki–, dravanti, arkadugdha, all in equal quantity and
prepare their paste by grinding with water on sƒila–tala (stone plate) and prepare
its golaka (bolus), put best quality ratna inside the bolus, wrap it with
bhu–rjapatra and tie it with thread. It should then be wrapped in a cloth piece and
suspend it by dola–yantra method in an earthen pot filled with amla drava and
tus.odaka. Apply heat sufficient for svedana to this apparatus slowly for three
days. After three days remove that golaka from the apparatus and wash it with
acidic liquid and collect the druti of ratna for from the inner side of the bolus
(58-62).

The signs and characteristics of Druti

This druti should be similar to the ratna from which it is prepared in
colour and shining. It should be light in wt., suitable to be used in the body
internally, capable of doing lohavedha also and may mix properly with mercury
if mixed with it. These signs may confirm its siddhi (successful preparation) (63).

Further if it  is triturated in bronz/bell metal vessel with hin.gua–di group
of drugs and mixes with these drugs even by efforts then also one may claim
success in achieving ratna druti (64).

It is said further in this context that the success in preparing druti is
achieved by someone only if Pa–rvati–sƒa (Lord Sƒiva) is pleased or till the blessings
of Lord Bhairava are not obtained or available, further till it is not achieved the
solidification of mercury is also very rare (very difficult) to be achieved (65½).

Amongst drutis also the success in achieving abhradruti is further very
difficult as there are more unfourtunates while very few are fortunates, and it is
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only the fortunate persons who get success in preparing drutis by the blessings
of lord Sƒiva or Bhairava (65).

7.66-67. Conclusion

While concluding the chapter the author mentions that in this chapter he
has described the properties of ratnas, their sƒodhana, ma–ran.a, satvapa–tana
and druti karan.a methods, their testing methods and the mixing of drutis with
mercury etc. in serial order (66-67).


